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Havis Featured in Transportation and Logistics International Magazine
“Driving Solutions” Article

Havis' high-quality docking and mounting solutions protect and organize expensive in-vehicle
equipment and hardware to maximize mobile worker productivity.

WARMINSTER, Pa. (PRWEB) November 18, 2015 -- Havis Inc., an ISO 9001:2008-certified company, was
featured in the Fall V2 issue of Transportation and Logistics International (TLI) in the article, “Driving
Solutions,” which identified Havis products’ differentiating features of comfort, safety and quality.

Havis is an industry leader in providing total mobility solutions, including mounting equipment and docking
stations, for fleets in utility and electric, energy services, material handling, transportation, and railroad and
railway industries. Havis also offers a range of prisoner and K9 transport solutions for public safety and
government sectors. All Havis products are designed and manufactured to optimize comfort while ensuring
safety and quality.

“Our products are built with customers’ expectations in mind,” said Chris Bernert, director of sales, as quoted
in the article. “We are very in touch with our customers in terms of sales, technical support and the level of
engineering that goes into the products.”

COMPATIBILITY AND SAFETY

TLI’s Janice Hoppe wrote the article, which cited the rigorous safety standards that Havis holds to its products
as one of the ways that it differentiates itself in the industry. Havis engineers products around safety obstacles,
from airbag deployment zones to vehicle controls, to ensure that a mobile solution will not interfere with a
vehicle’s functions. Havis products are also designed to consider ergonomics and function, once a solution is
installed.

In order to accommodate mobility solutions for different vehicle makes and models, Havis partners with
automotive and heavy-duty original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) to design, test fit and evaluate new
products.

“Depending on the size and weight of a product we are mounting, we need to make certain that all of the
mounting points in the vehicle’s structure are adequate to support the additional stress of weight and vibration
over the life of a vehicle,” said Bernert as quoted in the article.

Hoppe wrote that in a similar way, Havis fosters long-term relationships with laptop and tablet manufacturers to
ensure product compatibility with a variety of models, from monitors to tablets. As a response to the shifting
trend to lightweight devices, Havis’ National Sales Manager Sam Barall said that Havis has designed more
universal cradles to hold most tablet sizes on the market.

No matter what device, brand or vehicle a customer chooses, Havis provides full customer support from start to
finish.

“We consider ourselves a key component to a total mobility solution,” said Heather Miller, marketing manager
at Havis, as quoted in the article. “The end user has a problem and typically they need software to solve that
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problem. They need hardware to run that software and where we fit in is we can assist the customer in
considering their options on how to dock, mount and accessorize their total mobility solution early on in their
project.”

NEW SOLUTIONS

Hoppe also wrote about a new Havis product that improves safety and productivity. Havis recently launched
Screen Blanking Solution powered by Blank-It as an easy, safe and legally compliant way to prevent driver
distraction by blocking or limiting access to computer displays while a vehicle is in motion.

Havis plans to continue to stay relevant and innovative by providing mounting and docking solutions to solve
business problems in the industries it supports.

FOLLOW HAVIS

Stay up-to-date on the latest products and announcements from Havis through the Havis Equipped Blog,
LinkedIn and Facebook.

ABOUT HAVIS

Havis Inc. is a privately held, ISO 9001:2008-certified company that manufactures in-vehicle mobile office
solutions for public safety, public works, government agencies and mobile professionals. For more than 80
years, the Havis mission has been to increase mobile worker productivity with industry-leading products that
are built to the highest safety and quality standards and are designed with comfort in mind. With headquarters
in Warminster, Pa. and an additional location in Plymouth, Mich., Havis currently employs 200 people. For
more information on Havis, please call 1-800-524-9900 or visit www.havis.com.

ABOUT TRANSPORTATION & LOGISTICS INTERNATIONAL

Transportation & Logistics International is the must-read trade publication to stay abreast of critical issues and
trends. Through print and digital publications, website, industry associations and independent editorials,
Transportation & Logistics International keeps executives in the know. Each issue profiles dozens of successful
companies in the transport, shipping, supply chain management and logistics sectors, and provides readers with
timely interviews that showcase best practices in efficiency and management. For more information visit:
www.tlimagazine.com

CONTACT:

Heather Miller
Havis, Inc. / Marketing Manager
215-957-0720 x3140
Email: media(at)havis(dot)com
Website: www.havis.com
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Contact Information
Heather Miller | Marketing Manager
Havis, Inc.
http://www.havis.com
+1 (215) 957-0720 Ext: 3198

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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